
Flute MITTS
NELL ZIROLI

FOR



These snuggly handwarmers knit up quickly in Luna Grey Fiber Arts Atlas, a bulky weight 
single that glows with the hand-dyed colorway, Blush. Wear these for chilly walks out-of-doors 

or evenings under piles of throw blankets.

YARN & NEEDLES
US 10 (6 mm) in 32” circular or dpns
or size needed to obtain gauge

Luna Grey Fiber Arts Atlas
80% Superwash Merino, 20% Nylon
76 yards (69 m)/ 100g
Colorway shown is Blush
1 (2, 2) skeins used for this project.

GAUGE
Magic Loop Gauge: 13 sts x 20 rows = 4” 
in Stockinette Stitch

FINISHED SIZE
S (M, L)
measurements taken flat

Cuff Circumference: 
5 (6, 7”) / 12.5 (15.25, 17.5 cm) 

Palm Circumference: 
6.25 (7, 7.5”) / 15.5 (17.5, 19 cm) 

SKILL LEVEL
Intermediate

NOTIONS
Tapestry needle, smooth waste yarn

SPECIAL TECHNIQUES

SSK
Slip 2 stitches individually knit-wise onto the right needle. Insert the left needle tip into the 
front of the two slipped stitches and knit them together through the back loops with the right 
needle. This makes a left slanted decrease. 

K2TOG
Insert the right needle into the next two stitches at the same time, and knit together, as if they 
were a single stitch. This makes a right slanted decrease. 

RL 
Worked over 2 rounds. Make a reverse YO; bring yarn over the needle from back to front, then 
to the back under the needle. On the following round knit into the front of the stitch - which 
seems twisted because it is, and twists to the right. 

TERMS & ABBREVIATIONS

M - marker    RM - remove marker  K2tog - knit 2 together
 
PM1 or PM2 - Panel marker  GM1 or GM2 - Gusset marker SL1 - slip 1 purlwise

RL - right loop   LL - left loop    SSK - slip, slip, knit
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LL 
Worked over 2 rounds. YO; bring the yarn between the needles and over the top of the right 
needle to the back. On the following round knit through the back loop of the YO, twisting it to 
the left. 

E-LOOP CAST ON
*With the yarn wrapped counter clock-wise over your left thumb, create a loop by inserting 
the needle under the yarn, sliding from the base of the thumb toward the tip. Repeat from *. 

INSTRUCTIONS

CUFF

Using the long tail method, cast on 19 (21, 23) stitches.  Knit 4 (4, 6) rows.  Knit to 1 st before end, 
arrange sts to work in the round. Change to larger needle, knit first and last st together with 
k2tog. PM for beginning of round. 18 (20, 22) stitches.

LEFT MITT

Round 1 - Knit 3 (3, 4) place marker (pm1), sl1, purl 3, sl1, place marker (pm2), knit to end.

Round 2 - Knit to end.

PANEL PATTERN

Round 1 - Knit to pm1, sm, sl1, purl 3, sl1, sm, knit to end.  

Round 2 - Knit to the end slipping markers as you come to them.  

Work above two rounds 4 (5, 6) times total. 

LEFT THUMB GUSSET 

Round 1 - Knit 3 (3, 4) sm, sl1, purl 3, sl1, sm, knit until 1 stitch remains, place marker (gm1), RL, 
knit 1, LL, place marker (gm2) - This is also the end of the round.  

Round 2 - Knit to the first gusset marker, complete RL, knit to the stitch before gm2, complete 
LL, sm. 20 (22, 24) stitches.  

Round 3 - Knit to pm1, sm, sl1, purl 3, sl1, knit to gm1, sm, RL, knit to gm2, LL, sm.  

Round 4 - Knit to gm1, complete RL, knit to the stitch before gm2, complete LL, sm.  Work 
rounds 3 and 4 of Thumb Gusset 4 (5, 5) more times. 28 (32, 34) stitches 



Work Panel Pattern through1(1, 2) times.

HOLD THUMB STITCHES

Knit to pm1, sm, sl1, purl 3, sl1, sm, knit to gm1, rm,knit 2, hold 8 (10, 10) stitches on waste yarn,
e-loop cast on 3 stitches, knit 1, rm, knit to the end. 23 (25, 27) stitches.

Beginning with Round 2, work the Panel Pattern 4 (5, 6) times.  *Turn work, knit 1 row* repeat 
from *2 (4, 4) times, bind off loosely knit wise.  

Proceed to Thumb

CUFF

Work as Left Mitt. 

RIGHT MITT

Round 1 - Knit 10 (12, 13), pm (pm1), sl1, purl 3, sl1, pm (pm2), knit to end. 

Round 2 - Knit to end.  

PANEL PATTERN

Round 1 - Knit to pm1, sm, sl1, purl 3, sl1, sm, knit to end.  

Round 2 - Knit to the end slipping markers as you come to them.  

Work above two rounds 4 (5, 6) times total. 

RIGHT THUMB GUSSET

Round 1 - Place marker (gm1) this is also the beginning of the round, RL, knit 1, LL, place marker 
(gm2), knit to pm1, sm, sl1, purl 3, sl1, sm, knit to end.  

Round 2 - Complete RL, knit to the stitch before gm2, complete LL, knit to end. 20 (22, 24) 
stitches.  

Round 3 - Slip gm1, RL, knit to gm2, LL, sm, knit to pm1, sm, sl1, purl 3, sl1, sm, knit to end. Round 
4 - Complete RL, knit to the stitch before gm2, complete LL, knit to end.  

Work rounds 3 and 4 of Thumb Gusset 4 (5, 5) more times. 28 (32, 34) stitches  

Work Panel Pattern through1(1, 2) times
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Flute Mitts (Intermediate) pattern text ©Nell Ziroli (NellKnits) 2017, 
photos and format ©KNITCRATE 2017

No part of this pattern may be reproduced for profit or sale.

HOLD THUMB STITCHES

Remove gm1, knit 1, hold 8 (10, 10) stitches on waste yarn, e-loop cast on 3 stitches, knit 1, rm, 
knit to pm1, sm, sl1, purl 3, sl1, sm, knit to end. 23 (25, 27) stitches.  

Beginning with Round 2, work the Panel Pattern 4 (5, 6) times.  *Turn work, knit 1 row* repeat 
from *2 (4, 4) times, bind off loosely knit wise.  

THUMB

Move held stitches to needle, pick up and knit one stitch in each of the cast on stitches. 11 
(13, 13) stitches  

Knit 7 (9, 9), slip final stitch, join to work in the round, ssk, pm, knit 1, k2tog, knit to m.  9 (11, 11) 
stitches  

Knit 1 (1, 2) round(s). 

*Purl one round, knit one round*, repeat from *  

Bind off purl wise.  Weave in ends. Block to just set the stitches. 

For a blog post on a beautiful end to binding off in the round, visit: 
http://knitnellknit.blogspot.com/2014/05/ending-cowl-and-update-on-some-of-other.html

http://knitnellknit.blogspot.com/2014/05/ending-cowl-and-update-on-some-of-other.html

